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A brief guide to planning

The “Two Prongs” of planning

For some years now, planning has been at the 
forefront of public debate, raising strong feelings on 
all sides: where should we shop; how many homes 
do we need; how should we protect our countryside; 
do we need more open spaces? These are all land 
use issues and, in a nutshell, that is what the planning 
system is there to plan for and to control.

It’s important to understand that there are two 
quite distinct parts, or “prongs”, to the planning 
system. The first part is the “plan for” element. This 
is the more scientific part of planning, in which the 
Council uses its expertise and vast evidence base 
to plan for the future development and growth of 
its area. This will involve detailed analysis of matters 
such as demographic changes, economic trends, 
environmental issues and land availability. This is a 
long process, which is why the completed document 
– known as the Local Plan – covers a long period of 
time, often up to 20 years in the future.

The second part is the “to control” element. These 
controls are also found in the Local Plan but 
often in a supporting document, known as the 
Development Management Policies (the DMP), 
or something similar. Whatever it’s called – and 

planning has enough acronyms to deter all but the 
most determined – they are the tools used by the 
Council to bring about its plans for the area.

Both prongs are important, and one can’t have 
one without the other. However, it’s the first prong 
which forms the foundation for the UK planning 
system. That’s because it’s only by understanding 
and properly planning for its own area that a Council 
can then develop policies that will usefully guide 
development within that area for the benefit of all.

The local plan in Westminster

Mayfair is in the City of Westminster. That means the 
way in which the City of Westminster plans for its area 
is fundamental to how Mayfair grows and develops.

In many ways, Mayfair is lucky because the City 
of Westminster is one of the most advanced local 
planning authorities in the UK. However, the current 
planning documents can be a little hard to follow.

The result is that after some updating, cutting and 
pasting, Westminster now has a City Plan which sets 
out the plans for the whole of the Westminster, and 
a draft City Management Policies (Revision), which 
sets out the policies that will bring about and control 
those strategic policies.

If you’re reading this, you’re already over the first hurdle, many people don’t even want to know how 
the planning system works! And that’s a shame because if they were like you, they’d soon realise that 
by working with the planning system, you can start to influence development in all its forms.

This very brief guide has been written to give you, the local residents and businesses of Mayfair, an 
introduction to how the planning system works in Westminster and how Mayfair’s future can be 
changed through neighbourhood planning.



Get involved!
Visit our website to know more about us, to join the Forum or to make 
a contribution either as an individual or a business.
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Both the City Plan (Strategic) and the draft City 
Management Policies can be viewed online 
https://www.westminster.gov.uk/planning‑policy.

As you’d expect, Westminster’s City Plan covers a lot 
more than what’s important in Mayfair. By necessity, it 
analyses land use across the whole City of Westminster, 
identifying key trends and putting in place policies that 
will support its wide strategic objectives.

In contrast, the City Management Policies (Revision), 
when it becomes formally adopted by the Council, 
will focus on specific topic areas, such as basements, 
heritage, public spaces and sustainability. The 
draft is expected to be finalised by 2015. In the 
meantime, the policy controls used by Westminster 
will be the ones set out in the Council’s Unitary 
Development Plan (https://www.westminster.gov.uk/
unitary‑development‑plan‑udp).

Planning in Mayfair

So, what does this all mean for Mayfair? At one level, 
it means that for now, the development and use of 
land in Mayfair is planned for at a City‑wide, strategic 
level only, with planning controls which are often less 
specific for Mayfair.

At a much deeper level, though, it means that there 
are potentially more local planning gaps in Mayfair 
that are waiting to be filled. And that is what the 
Neighbourhood Plan can achieve.

As you may know, the reason why the Forum has 
been created is to help draft the Neighbourhood Plan. 
This document will be very similar to the Council’s 
own City Plan and draft City Management Plan, in 
that it will have strategic policies and planning control 

policies. However, unlike these two documents, it 
will be entirely Mayfair‑specific. Everything in it will 
be focussed on identifying the strategic issues for 
Mayfair and writing policies that will deliver and 
control development and use of land within Mayfair.

And what’s more, once it is formally adopted 
(following a referendum), it would become part of 
Westminster’s own decision‑making process. That 
means that any planning application for Mayfair 
will have to be assessed against both the Council’s 
City and Management Plans and the Mayfair 
Neighbourhood Plan.

The road ahead

People often feel short‑changed by the planning system, 
believing their views aren’t really taken into account 
when applications are considered by the local planning 
authority. This is understandable but isn’t really the fault 
of the system. After all, if the system isn’t equipped with 
the right tools, how can it work properly?

With neighbourhood planning, the tools are now 
there to make genuinely local policies that must, 
as a matter of law, be taken into account when the 
applications are being decided. This is a seismic 
change to the system and we hope that the residents 
and businesses of Mayfair will grab this chance with 
both hands and help make Mayfair a better place in 
which to live and work.


